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ABSTRACT
The objective of this study was to identify whether the changes in assuming power poses during a
conversation between a pair of individuals, who were previously familiar with each other, influence
the hierarchy of power, changes in it, as well as maintenance and adoption of different roles in the
hierarchy. We assumed changes in roles of power on the basis of changes in visual dominance
behaviour, which proved to be a reliable indicator of the social power of the individual in previous
researches. Each pair conversed on predefined topics three times for three minutes. By placing
individuals in a neutral or expansive posture, the purpose of which was covered by the use of a cover
story, we created a difference in nonverbal expression of power between the two individuals. In the
first conversation, both individuals adopted a neutral pose. In the second conversation, one individual
adopted an expansive posture, while the other remained in a neutral one, and vice versa in the third
conversation. Interactions were filmed with two cameras, which enabled us to analyse nonverbal
behaviour. The results show that the differences in displays of power with expansive body postures
between individuals are not associated with changes in visual dominance behaviour of individuals.
From this we conclude that in the relations in which the social hierarchy of power is already established,
the use of power poses does not help increase the power of the individual who adopts the posture.
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The embodiment of power and visual dominance behaviour

INTRODUCTION
Hierarchy in its various forms is one of the most fundamental characteristics of social
relations. Even when different models of organisation minimize the hierarchy, it is never
completely absent. It inevitably occurs between and within groups and it is always possible to
determine the position of a particular person in the social hierarchy with respect to the
remaining persons in the group [1, 2]. Hierarchical differentiation is the process of
establishing a hierarchical form of social relations. On the one hand, hierarchy may be the
result of participating in formal systems with certain hierarchical positions, but different roles
may also form in informal interactions spontaneously, by either individuals or groups [2].
The impression or assessment of the power and status that an observer or participant of a
particular interaction gets about the power of other individual(s) may be based on their
knowledge, for example, of the person’s position in the hierarchy, their status, personality or
competence. In cases when a relationship is not defined with a formal hierarchy, perceived
power may be based on the observed behaviour of the partner within the interaction [3]. The
latter forms the basis of informal hierarchy. Observed behaviour, both nonverbal as well as
verbal, and the characteristics of appearance, such as for example the formality of one’s
clothing, are especially important for creating an impression when people meet for the first
time and do not know each-other [3].
Some symbols of power and status are evident and easy to notice, however, the hierarchy
may also be expressed more subtly. One of the important channels of communication in
social hierarchy is the nonverbal channel that serves to communicate and maintain hierarchy,
often at the unconscious level [4]. People can accurately assess the differences in power and
status between individuals based on nonverbal behaviour [5]. People enter into relationships
with the unconscious desire for hierarchical differentiation [6, 7]. Tiedens and Fragale [7]
argue that the establishment of a hierarchy in a relationship takes place automatically; people
are often unaware of the process.
In interactions, a pattern of complementarity can be seen between dominant and submissive
nonverbal behaviour or states. When one member of the interaction displays a dominant
posture and takes up more space, the other person generally responds with a submissive,
constricted posture without even realising it and vice versa. Thus, dominance invites
submissiveness and submissiveness invites dominance. The participants in the interaction feel
more comfortable when they take on complementary roles and perceive the partners as more
pleasing than when the poses are mirrored [7].
The described behaviour occurs automatically without individuals being aware that they
responded to the partner’s posture. Similarly, adopting dominant and submissive postures
influences the feelings about the partner and the interaction subconsciously. These patterns
show how rapidly people experience feelings and behave in a way that supports and
maintains status differentiation within a relationship [7]. In a recent study, Holland, Wolf,
Looser, and Cuddy [8] presented subjects with static photographs of individuals in dominant
and submissive positions. Participants looked at faces and upper parts of the bodies of
individuals displaying dominant positions for shorter periods and less frequently compared to
photos of individuals who displayed submissive positions. The results suggest that the
complementarity of behaviour may also occur in terms of visual attention. The results of the
study are limited, as the observation of static photographs is difficult to compare with a
genuine personal interaction. Nonverbal behaviour, which research consistently shows as
linked to social power, is represented by the visual dominance ratio (VDR) [9]. VDR is the
ratio between the percentage of the time an individual looks at their communication partner
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during listening and when talking. The formula, used by Exline et al. [9] to calculate the ratio
of visual dominance, features the percentage of a person’s looking time while listening in the
numerator, and the percentage of looking time while speaking in the denominator, which
makes the more dominant visual behaviour appear in a low ratio. Subsequent authors [10, 11]
set the nominator and denominator the other way around, associating a higher ratio with more
dominant behaviour. Our study follows the formula of later authors.

Figure 1. Formula for calculation of the visual dominance ratio [11; p.6].

Differences in visual dominant behaviour correlate to several important traits: differences in
dominance as a personality trait [9, 12], differences in military rank [9], perceived status of
the other person [12], expertise [13], gender-related knowledge of the subject [14] and status
in teams [11]. Dovidio and Ellyson [10] found that individuals interpret patterns of visual
dominance with high reliability. In the study in question, both male and female subjects
interpreted different patterns of visual dominance during interaction captured on videos as
individuals having different social power. By increasing the time of looking at the
conversation partner while speaking, the estimated power of the speaker increases, while
looking at the conversation partner more while listening leads to a lower estimated power of
the speaker. Dominant visual behaviour is complex and can result from differences in direct
looks during speech, while listening, or both [12].
Nonverbal behaviour is not only a reflection of an individual’s inner state, but can also have a
significant effect on the formation and maintenance of inner states. Research has shown that
emotional behaviour may at times be enough for feelings to occur [15-20]. In addition to
emotions, non-verbal behaviour can also reflect a number of internal states or characteristics
of an individual. One of the characteristics exhibited nonverbally in the form of so-called
power poses or open, expanded body postures, is power. Carney, Cuddy and Yap [21] found
that taking two power poses and holding each for a minute led to an increase in testosterone
levels in contrast to low-power postures that lowered the levels of testosterone. Power poses
lowered cortisol levels, while cortisol increased in case of low-power postures. Individuals
who adopted expanded power poses in the afore-mentioned research reported feeling more
powerful and displayed more risk-taking behaviour in gambling tasks. Expanded poses thus
led to the subjects becoming more alike to powerful individuals at the hormonal level as well
as the psychological and behavioural level. Carney et al. [21] argue that in certain situations
when power is needed, people have the ability to pretend until they achieve it, or in other
words fake it till they make it. In time, such minimal changes in posture and related changes
may potentially improve overall health and well-being. Authors emphasize the importance of
potential benefits for individuals who feel a chronic lack of power either due to lack of
resources, low hierarchical position in organizations, or because they belong to low-status
social groups. Cuddy, Wilmuth, Yap and Carney [22] find that adopting an expanded pose
signalling power in comparison to adopting a submissive pose before a job interview affects
the increase in the assessment of nonverbal presence during the interview. Nonverbal
presence was assessed by the following variables: confident, enthusiastic, captivating and
awkward (reverse-scored). Adopting an expansive or power pose before the interview,
however, did not lead to adopting the pose during the conversation. Because of the latter
finding and due to the fact that the assessment of nonverbal presence during the interview in
the afore-mentioned study was defined as a sum of different, broad concepts, the research
failed to provide a link between specific nonverbal behaviours and the adoption of expanded
body postures.
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More recent research calls into question the robustness of the effects of power poses. Ranehill
et al. [23] tried to replicate the results of Carney et al. [21] and found that the participants
who adopted power poses reported a higher sense of power compared to participants who
adopted submissive poses, while there were no statistically significant differences in
testosterone, cortisol, and financial risk between groups. There were some significant
differences between the two studies: thus, for example, participants in the study by Ranehill
et al. [23] received instructions for taking a power pose on a computer, they were informed
about the purpose of the research and did not observe face images while displaying a power
pose. With regard to the latter conditions, the study by Ronay, Tybur, van Huijsteevin at
Morssinkhof [24] was the same as the study by Carney et al. [21], and found that there were
no statistically significant differences in perceived power among individuals who adopted a
power pose or those in a submissive posture. Moreover, there were no differences in risktaking or levels of testosterone and cortisol. Davis et al. [25] found that adopting a power
pose did not result in an increase in testosterone levels, reduced cortisol, or the reduction in
the subjective sense of fear during exposure in individuals with social anxiety. Keller,
Johnson and Harder [26] study, on the other hand, investigated how the participants’
awareness of the purpose of adopting power poses affected study results. They found no
differences in perceived power, risk-taking, or improved performance/hireability in a job
interview, between individuals who adopted submissive vs. power poses, irrespective of the
awareness of their purpose. In their study, Garrison, Tang and Schmeichel [27], even found
that individuals who adopted power poses felt less powerful than those in poses that were
more submissive. The latter study did not find any significant correlations between the
display of power poses and risk-taking in a gambling task.
Previous research has not yet dealt with the question of whether displaying poses of power
affects specific nonverbal behaviour. Another unanswered question that remains is whether
power poses could result in increased power within the relationship. Some authors [21, 28]
claim power poses to have a direct impact on psychological aspects of power, regardless of
the actual role that an individual occupies within a relationship, which Cesario and
McDonald [29] contradict. Regardless of their findings, the existing studies created the
interpersonal context in which dominance and submissiveness takes place in a way that is
quite distant from daily reality, i.e. by looking at images of faces, or by remembering or
thinking about different events.

RESEARCH AIM AND HYPOTHESES
The main aim of our study was to broaden the understanding of the embodiment of power
and shed light on the process of hierarchical differentiation within pairs. We wanted to
observe the impact of power poses in real-life situations, i.e. a conversation between two
individuals. Our aim was to answer two interrelated questions by manipulating the poses of
individuals engaged in a conversation and by analysing nonverbal behaviour at the micro
level. The first question was whether the adoption of expansive poses as nonverbal
expressions of power influenced visually dominant behaviour. The second question was
whether individuals could change the already established hierarchical differentiation by
adopting power poses. According to previous studies, visual dominance behaviour can be
seen as a robust indicator of power; we thus interpreted any changes in visual dominance
behaviour as changes in the structure of power in the relationship. Schmid Mast [30] found
that dominance in the relationship related to more speech in the relationship. Therefore, we
also checked whether open, expansive body postures or power poses influenced the changes
in the amount of speech.
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H1: In neutral condition, with both participants adopting a neutral body pose, there
would be no important differences in VDR.
Subjects in pairs were either acquaintances or friends of the same gender and approximately
the same age. In neutral condition both subjects adopted a neutral body posture.
Consequently, we hypothesized that the status differentiation would not be big enough for it
to be reflected in changes in VDR between the two subjects.
H2: Subjects would exhibit higher VDR when adopting a power pose in comparison to a
neutral pose.
We hypothesized that the adoption of power poses would lead to more visual dominance
behaviour.
H3: Participants who adopted a power pose first would exhibit a higher VDR than their
partners who would adopt a neutral pose at the time.
We hypothesized that adopting a power pose would hold a communicative role and influence
the power relation within the relationship. Our hypothesis was that individuals displaying
power poses would exhibit more dominant behaviour than their conversation partners in
neutral poses.
H4: Participants in a neutral posture would exhibit a lower VDR when the conversation
partner would adopt an expansive body posture (power pose) than when the partner
adopted a neutral posture.
According to research findings, e.g. in the study by Tiedens and Fragale [7], dominant
behaviour is characterized by complementarity. We anticipated that when subjects adopted
power poses, their conversation partners in neutral poses would respond with less dominant
behaviour that complemented the pose, and in our case result in less dominant visual
behaviour.
H5: Subjects would exhibit a higher VDR when a neutral body posture was preceded by
an expansive body posture (power pose)
Carney et al. [21] found that participants who adopted a power pose for 2 minutes exhibited a
decrease in the level of cortisol and an increased level of testosterone 17 minutes after
adopting a power pose. We hypothesized that the display of a power pose from the previous
condition would still bear an influence on the participants when they returned to a neutral
body posture as there would only be 2 minutes’ difference between the two conditions.

METHOD
PARTICIPANTS
The study involved 22 people (14 men and 8 women). The average age of the participants
was M = 24,75 year (with standard deviation SD = 4,68 year), the age ranged from 18,33
years to 40,25 years. We divided participants of the study into 11 pairs. Pairs were of the
same sex, as gender affects the power distribution in relationships [31]. Among the first (with
median Mdn = 23,17 year) and the second participants in pairs (with Mdn = 25,08 year),
there were no statistically significant differences with regard to their age, Z = –0,222,
p = 0,824, r = 0,67. Individuals in pairs were acquaintances, friends or classmates, as we
were interested in potential changes in the already established power hierarchy. Each
participant received a consent form for voluntary participation in the study as well as to be
filmed during the study, where recordings would later be used for research purposes.
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PROCEDURE
Cover story about the purpose of the study
In order to avoid bias due to the participants being aware of the research hypothesis, i.e. in order
to avoid the manipulation of the independent variable (posture) in the study, we used a cover
story about the measurement of psychophysiology similar to that used by Carney et al. [21].
We only pretended to be using instruments for measuring galvanic skin response, however,
the participants were not aware of the fact during our experiment.
The purpose of the research was explained to the participants in the following words:
“I am examining the psychophysiological responses during dialogues. I am
interested in the information exchange during the process and the
psychophysiological changes that take place in the process. I am going to
define the topic of your conversation. It is your task to try and develop as
broad a discussion as possible about my statements. The statements I will
make do not have a right or wrong answer; therefore, rather than trying to
find a single answer, focus on the broadest possible reflection on the topic.
Because of the generality of the statements, you are both equivalent partners.
If you run out of topics for the conversation, you can talk about possible
reasons why you ran out of topics. Since we only have one instrument for
measuring skin conductivity available, we will conduct three consecutive
series of dialogues. The first dialogue is going to take place without
measurement, the other two with measurement. The dialogue without
measurement is just as important, since it will allow us to eliminate
disruptive factors in the subsequent analysis of the data. In order for
psychophysiological measurements to be accurate, the arms need to be in
line with the heart during measurement (as the sensor is going to be attached
to the finger on one of your arms). Therefore, the arms of the person with the
sensor on their finger will rest on the backrests of the empty seats next to
them during measurements. In a few moments, you are going to move to the
table where the dialogue is to take place. We will start with the condition
without psychophysiological measurements. Due to the standardization of
the procedure, both of you will sit with your hands in your lap. I will move
behind the table with a barrier and after some time, I will announce the topic
of the conversation. I am going to ring a bell to mark the beginning of your
3-minute dialogue. Your conversation lasts until the bell sounds again. We
are going to record your conversation with two cameras so that we can link
the information to the right person subsequently.”
Manipulation of body posture
By manipulating the postures that were either neutral or dominant (Figure 1), we established
three conditions. The first condition was neutral-neutral (N-N), where both participants were
sitting on a chair, their hands relaxed in their laps. In the condition of high-neutral (H-N), one
person changed their posture into an expansive or dominant posture, under the pretext of
psychophysiological measurements – the hands of the person were laid on the backrests of
chairs next to them. In a neutral condition, the participants remained in the same posture as
during the previous discussion, sitting straight on a chair with arms in their lap. In the third
condition, participants’ body postures were neutral-high (N-H) with regard to power, with the
first and second participant changing positions. A person who was previously in a condition
of high power was now in a neutral position, while the other participant switched from a
neutral to high power body pose.
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Figure 2. A sketch of a neutral body posture (left) and a sketch of a dominant posture (right).

The participants sat on chairs facing each other at a distance of about 1 meter. First, they
were placed in a neutral condition (N-N). Each condition lasted about 5 minutes: two minutes
of preparation followed by a three-minute discussion. According to research, two minutes
should already lead to psychological and physiological changes due to a change in
posture [21]. We gained those two minutes by taking the time to place participants in
appropriate positions before the interaction started. After manipulating the posture, the
researcher retreated to a table behind a barrier. After two minutes of manipulation, the
participants were acquainted with the topic of the conversation and the researcher rang a bell
to announce the beginning of the conversation. A three-minute discussion on topics followed.
The topics allowed a broad discussion and had no predetermined right or wrong answer. The
researcher asked the participants to try to develop as wide a discussion as possible based on
the statements or questions. The researcher orally presented the following topics: “What does
one need to feel happy?”, “Sometimes it is better to lie than tell the truth.”, “Internet brings
people closer together.” The topics were given in the written order, one for each condition.
We assumed that the open nature of the discussion would prevent one of the individuals to
have more knowledge of the topic, which, according to studies, influences VDR [13, 14].
After three minutes of dialogue, the researcher rang the bell again and announced the end of
the dialogue. The other two conditions (H-N) and (N-H) followed in a random sequence, and
the participants’ body posture was manipulated in line with the assigned condition.
Participants therefore started a dialogue in neutral positions, and in the conditions that
followed one of the participants adopted an expansive posture followed a neutral posture,
while the other participant adopted a neutral posture followed by an expansive posture.
The face of each individual in a pair was recorded with a camera during a 3-minute
conversation. We produced three video clips for each of the participants, one for each
condition. Video clips were imported into Adobe Premiere Pro CS3. For each condition, we
synchronized the footage of the two participants and marked the beginning and the end of the
interaction determined by the sound of the bell, which we used for this purpose during the
study. In order to obtain relevant data for calculating the visual dominance ratio, we first
divided each clip into three parts. The three parts consisted of: a) the period when the
recorded participant was talking, b) the period when the recorded person listened to their
conversation partner and c) the period of mutual silence during the conversation. We next
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divided parts where participants were either speaking or listening according to whether they
were looking at their conversation partner or not.
By adding and combining the times of the relevant parts of video clips, we obtained the
following data for each person: the time each participant was speaking, the time the
participant was looking at their conversation partner during speech, the time of listening to
the partner, and the entire time of looking at the conversation partner while listening. The
obtained results were then used to calculate the VDR for each condition.
To examine the potential effect of body poses on the proportion of speaking time, we
calculated the speaking ratio for each of the participants in every condition. By combining the
time the first and the second participant was speaking, we calculated the entire speaking time
of the participant in the condition. We could thus calculate the proportion of the speaking
time of the participant relative to the entire speaking time – speaking ratio.

RESULTS
Table 1. Basic descriptive statistic and paired t-tests of variables for our hypotheses. Inall

conditions N = 11. H stands for hypothesis, Con for condition, Pax for person. Poses are N
(neutral pose) or H (power pose), and VDR means visual dominance ratio.
H
Con
Pax Pose Variable
M
SD
T
df
p
D
1
1
N
0,636 0,265
H1
VDR
–0,062
10
0,952 0,019
1
2
N
0,643 0,233
1
1
N
0,636 0,265
H2
VDR
1,072
10
0,155 0,323
2
1
H
0,568 0,222
2
2
N
0,643 0,233
H2
VDR
–0,666
10
0,264 0,198
3
2
H
0,682 0,278
2
1
H
0,568 0,222
H3
VDR
0,370
10
0,36
0,11
2
2
N
0,604 0,192
3
1
N
0,622 0,279
H3
VDR
0,217
10
0,416 0,065
3
2
H
0,591 0,277
1
2
N
0,643 0,233
H4
VDR
1,082
10
0,15
0,33
2
2
N
0,604 0,192
1
1
N
0,636 0,265
H5
VDR
0,280
10
0,382 0,084
3
1
N
0,622 0,279
Table 1. shows that there were no statistically significant differences in participants’ VDR in
any condition. We can thus conclude that the adoption of expanded poses did not lead to
changes in visual dominance behaviour of participants in the power poses and their
conversation partners.
To compare the speaking ratio of the first participant in the first (N), second (H) and third (N)
condition, we used one-way analysis of variance for repeated measurements. Results show
that there were no statistically significant differences in the ratio of speaking time
F(2, 20) = 0,011, p = 0,989. To compare the ratio of speaking time of the second participant
in the first (N), second (N) and third (H) condition, we used Friedman’s test. The test
revealed no statistically significant differences in speaking ratio between conditions
2(2) = 0,545, p = 0,761. We were further interested in whether adopting power poses while
speaking would lead to complementary behaviour. Pair t-test showed no significant
differences in the first condition between the first (M = 52,594, SD = 11,232) and the second
participant (M = 47,043, SD = 11,284) with regard to speaking time t(10) = 0,819, p = 0,432,
d = 0,247. Similarly, there were no significant differences between the first (M = 52,935,
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SD = 12,468) and second participant (M = 47,064, SD = 12,467) in the second condition
t(10) = 0,761, p = 0,453, d = 0,235. For the statistical analysis of the third condition, we used
Wilcoxon’s signed-ranks test as the distribution of data about the other person’s speaking
ratio was not normal. In third condition, results showed no statistical differences between the
first (Mdn = 55,170) and second participant (Mdn = 48,760) Z = –0,356, p = 0,722, r = 0,107.

DISCUSSION
Results of our study reveal four key findings: (1) in the condition with both participants in
neutral poses, there were no statistically significant differences in the visual dominance ratio
(VDR); (2) adoption of power poses did not affect changes in visual dominance behaviour of
the participants in the posture; (3) displaying a power pose did not lead to complementary
visual dominance behaviour of the other individual in the pair; (4) power pose did not lead to
changes in the ratio of speaking time within the pair.
The study only confirmed the first hypothesis that predicted the absence of differences in
VDR between two individuals when both adopted neutral postures. We deliberately included
matching couples by age and gender in the research procedure. Discussion topics were
general, which reduced the likelihood of one of the conversation partners having more
knowledge about the topic. We related the latter aim to participants when giving instructions.
Moreover, as the participants were instructed to adopt a neutral posture, the possibility of
having large spontaneous differences in nonverbal expression of power was reduced. The
results show that the first condition of the experiment enabled the establishment of
equivalence in the power hierarchy between participants. There were no differences in visual
dominance behaviour and the speaking ratio in the first condition. Thus, the first condition
was an appropriate control for the following two conditions, where participants adopted
expansive body postures (power poses).
Nonverbal communication is an interconnected system with changes in one dimension
affecting other dimensions. A change in a single behavioural component in an individual may
lead to compensatory behaviour of another individual, in either the same or another area [32].
The latter may explain why there were no changes at the individual level and at the level of
the diad, contrary to our expectations in the second, third and fourth hypothesis. It is possible
that power poses led to the participant’s compensatory behaviour or such behaviour of their
conversation partner in areas that we did not observe. The present study only observed visual
behaviour and speaking ratio. Tiedens and Fragale [7] found that expansive body postures of
participants invited the other participants to constrict the posture. In our study, there could
have been some complementary response at the level of posture, however, the latter was not
part of our examination. Additionally, power could have been expressed through other forms
of behaviour, for example through specific facial expressions and speech characteristics that
can be associated with an individual’s dominance [33, 34].
Since there was no increase in visual dominance behaviour during the display of power poses
in our study, we cannot confirm the fifth hypothesis related to the prolonged effect of power
poses on visual dominance behaviour. We formed the hypothesis based on a study by Carney
et al. [21], in which they found that a 2-minute adoption of a power pose led to a decreased
level of cortisol and increased testosterone levels 17 minutes after taking the pose. Our results
suggest that power poses do not lead to an increase in visual dominance behaviour, either
during or after its display.
Ellyson et al. [12] found that a belief about a higher or lower status of an individual affects
changes in VDR. Results of our research suggest that changes in body posture of participants
do not correlate with changes in VDR of their conversation partner. It can therefore be
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assumed that the mere expansion of the body posture is not enough for an increase in power
status within the pair. Considering that we have studied changes in status differentiation in
pairs where individuals knew each other, the finding seems reasonable.
In our study, the display of power postures was placed in an interpersonal context, which is
one of the necessary conditions for influencing psychological processes [29]. At some level,
people interpret their own and other people’s behaviour depending on the context in which it
occurs [35]. We should therefore also examine the context in our research. If a person
spontaneously displayed an expansive body posture in everyday life, a possible interpretation
of another person would be: “My conversation partner is dominant.” However, when a
participant in our study displayed a power pose, one of the possible interpretations would be
“My conversation partner was ordered to display an expansive body posture.” Such
interpretation prevents the understanding of expansive body poses as power poses, as well as
their ability to influence the structure of power within the relationship. In a study by Tiedens
and Fragale [7], in which the complementarity of behaviour occurred, conversation partners
of the study participants were in fact assistants who helped in the study. Participants of the
study could interpret the assistants’ deliberate display of expansive poses as spontaneous
expansions of posture, while it is possible that the participants in our study did not interpret
the poses the same way.
The simplest and most conspicuous interpretation of the absence of expansive postures’ effect
on the visual behaviour of participants is that expansive postures do not lead to an increase in
power behaviours. Similarly, Cuddy’s study [22] does not prove that adopting expansive
body postures before an interview leads to an increase in nonverbal presence during the
interview. In the study, Cuddy et al. [22] formed two groups of participants, a group that
adopted a dominant/expansive posture, and a group that adopted a submissive/constricted
posture. Differences in nonverbal presence and performance at a job interview between the
groups do not prove expansive (power) poses’ effect on nonverbal presence and greater
success in the interview. Similarly, a recent study by Keller et al. [26] failed to confirm the
display of power poses leading to better assessments of performance and employability.
There is a growing body of research indicating that the adoption of power poses is not
associated with changes in the level of hormones, subjective feelings and behaviour [23-25].
In addition to the aforementioned limitations of our study, it is worth noting our sample of
participants was admittedly small and there were two additional potential limitations, the
inclusion of a neutral pose and the behaviour of the experimenter. As pointed out by Cuddy et
al. [22], studies of expansive body postures or power poses require a neutral condition. Neutral
condition or neutral postures included in our study may be either a limitation or an advantage
of our study. Cuddy et al. [22] state that it is theoretically and practically unclear how to
establish a condition without power, i.e. a neutral condition. Bohns and Wiltermouth [36]
thus reported finding no statistically significant differences between neutral and submissive
postures when investigating the correlation between pain threshold and physical posture.
Therefore, we cannot claim that neutral postures included in our study truly represented a
neutral condition. It is possible that adopting a neutral posture with a conversation partner in
an expansive posture, in itself, implies submissive behaviour. In case of the latter, our
hypothesis about expansive body postures of one individual leading to a complementary
behaviour of the participant in a neutral pose was based on false grounds, as a neutral pose in
itself would have already satisfied the need for complementarity.
When considering the results, the role of the experimenter in the study should also be taken
into account. The experimenter provided the instructions and the topics of conversations,
determined participants’ physical postures in different conditions, announced the end of the
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conversation, etc. The experimenter’s role could be seen to reflect characteristics of
individuals with power. We need to ask ourselves whether an expansive posture can at all be
interpreted as a power pose if the individuals display it instructed by another and in a certain
way obey them. On the other hand, in the study by Carney et al. [21], the experimenter posed
the participants in dominant and submissive postures through physical touch, and also gave
the necessary instructions. Their study, however, found an effect of expansive postures on
increasing the psychological and biological aspects of power, for example changes in risk
taking behaviour and changes in testosterone and cortisol levels.
Our study results could contribute to a more critical questioning of the popular concept of the
so-called power posing [21] that assumes a direct link between expansive body postures and
acquisition of power within the relationship. With more than 43 000 000 views of the lecture by
Amy Cuddy [37] on the TED webpage, the concept in question discussed in the lecture is
currently one of the most popular concepts in nonverbal communication. Our study
emphasizes the importance of context in which expanded poses are adopted; context may be
the difference in the hierarchy of power, the behaviour of partners, intentional or spontaneous
adoption of expanded body postures etc. Ignoring the difference between spontaneous and
intentional adoption of power poses is one of the major points of our criticism directed at past
studies [21, 22].

CONCLUSION
Our study examined the effect of adopting expansive postures on changes in the structure of
power in existing relationships. Results of our study found no significant correlation between
the changes in the adoption of power poses and changes in visual dominance behaviour.
Moreover, the individual in the pair adopting power poses did not result in complementary
visual behaviour of the other study participant. Based on our results, it can be concluded that
adopting a power pose in relationships with an already established hierarchy of social power
does not result in the change of power. Research examining the physical aspect of power is
still in its early days, admittedly, and the existing body of literature is still scarce, hence it is
still too soon to reach clear conclusions about the value and possible practical aspects of the
phenomenon.
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